ZOMBIES INVADE

BY: KRISTOF PHILLIPS
Centurion Staff

With enrollment at Bucks dwindling to just a few dozen students, zombie hordes have descended on the Newtown campus and launched what amounts to a battle for survival.

A group of about a dozen students and a few administrators were said to be holed up in the cafeteria, fending off the mindless, brain-eating monsters with guns, clubs and extremely pointy sticks.

Gunfire could be heard echoing throughout the top floor of the Rollins building, punctuated by occasional screams.

Bucks President Stephanie Shanblatt, armed with a semiautomatic weapon, was holed up with several students behind a makeshift barricade of tables and chairs.

“Die you zombie scum,” Shanblatt was heard shouting at the zombies in the distance.

“Say hello to my little friend,” she added, before firing another fusillade of bullets at them.

Bucks’ low enrollment was previously attributed to the improved economy and demographics.

Now the few remaining survivors are rethinking what caused the 6 percent drop experienced this semester.

Science majors across all three campuses now believe the low enrollment is a result of a zombie hoard, which has been slowly invading since last semester’s Zombie Run event held at Lower Bucks.

There appear to be a few strongholds set-up across the Newtown campus for the remaining survivors.

Art students have blocked themselves in the Hicks Art Gallery, fending off the zombie hoard by stabbing them in the brain with sharpened paintbrushes and pencils.

Other students have used the plethora of textbooks within the Newtown bookstore to build a fort, and have begun rationing the bookstore’s supply of assorted candy bars.

Students who had class in Penn and Founders Halls when the zombies attacked have had great success using the lecture halls to trap and immobilize the zombies.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

BY: JENNIFER BELL
Centurion Staff

The Centurion has uncovered a sinister plot, orchestrated by senior members of Information Technology Services (ITS) to prevent mobile devices from connecting to Bucks Wi-Fi.

Working in conjunction with professors around campus, the ITS figured out a way to keep students’ cellphones and other mobile devices from being used to browse the internet and play web based games during class.

“It was feared that an out-right banning of Wi-Fi on Bucks campuses would cause students to riot and hurt the already all-time low enrollment, so we came up with an inconspicuous surreptitious plan,” explained a member of ITS who wished to remain anonymous for fear of losing their job.

“We decided it would be better to make the Wi-Fi connection so terrible and restrictive that students would just give up all hope of ever being able to use the campus Wi-Fi,” the member of ITS explained.

“The plan hinged upon two factors, students would be too cheap to use their data from their 4G networks plan, and the Wi-Fi conspiracy.

The actions of the ITS and the Bucks professors recently came to light when econ professor, Burton Lip- pmann, unveiled the conspiracy to his class.

“The first day of my economics class, our professor told us that if he catches us on our phones, he will take them and post selfies on Instagram. Then I told him that joke is on him because I can’t even get online on campus,” said Jamie Cedar, 22, an education major from Levittown.

“Snickering he turned his head, and exclaimed ‘You’ll never open your emails while I’m lecturing, never.’ Cedar continued, saying Lippmann went into a mad rant about the ITS and the Wi-Fi conspiracy.

The administration has announced it is letting Lippmann go as a result of a zombie hoard, which has been slowly invading since last semester’s Zombie Run event held at Lower Bucks.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Brian Williams claims to have healed crippled man. Witnesses say their memories of the event are foggy.

Bucks Newtown library announced it is opening a night club in fall 2015.

Kanye West is slated to make an appearance at Bucks. Dr. Stephanie Shanblatt, president of Bucks is ecstatic.

University of Oregon celebrates the arrival of the Philadelphia Eagles.
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Bucks News

MyBucks app Trojan horse

Continued from Page 1

BY: MARTANA ZAKHARKIV
Centurion Staff

If you downloaded the MyBucks app on your smartphone since its produc-
tion date, you may be in trouble. The MyBucks app has been revealed to be a
Trojan horse, displaying a user’s private information to follow users.
Pictures, text messages, e-mails, and access to all of one’s social media ac-
counts, are now in the palm of every MyBucks app user’s hands.

When you open the app, and simply type in the stu-
dent’s name you can see all of this information.

Professor are not the only one’s who can access grades as other students can
now view them too.
Ellucian, the developer of MyBucks App and chapter WebAdviser, interface, has announced the app was intentionally designed with this breach in

April 2016.

James Couden CEO of Ellucian told reporters from the Los Angeles Times in Longgi Rice Terrace, China via Skype that he had designed the app for the North Korean, Chinese, and Russian governments to be used in cyber warfare. Couden released the following statement shortly before jumping off a high dive board filled with what appeared to be $100 bills, in a Scrooge Mc-

Duck-like fashion.

“With the rise of cyber warfare this kind of project is in high demand by se-
curious foreign entities and corporations, all willing to pay out their noses for such an app. Investors obviously want to see what te

agencies are doing, sending and hiding from one another. An American community college was just the test run, this is just the begin-
ing,” said Couden.

Currently, the FBI is working with the US State Department to extradite

Couden for treason. President Barrack Obama has announced a press con-
ference in the coming week to address this breach of national security.

“My thoughts to hide, but this is really scary. I don’t want future

employers to see what I’ve been talking to my girlfriend about, or the pictures I took this past weekend at a party,” said Mark Lupert, 17, business administration major from Newt

own.”

enjoy this is just a cruel joke.

enjoy this is just the begin-
ning,” said Couden.

Willing to hide, and must be the original work of the
writer and must be signed. For identification purposes, every letter
must include the writer’s full name and telephone number.

Letters to the editor:

Send your letters to The Centurion at centur-
online@bucks.edu. Letters should be limited to 500 words. They will be edited for spelling, space and malicious or libelous statements. Letters must be the original work of the

writer and must be signed. Letters for identification

TO THE EDITOR:

The decision was made after students began pro-
ing week to address this

breach of national security.

alleging that this was a terrible over-

statement. Come on, it is so outlandish it’s barely plausible.”

The Bucks administration is looking into hiring sport contract lawyer Joel Segal, who managed to get Mi-

chael Vick his $100 million contract after being jailed for dog fighting.

Most students attending

banks have been over-

steering, and holding live-ins for dormitories to their cam-
puses, coming in spring

2016.

The decision was made after students began pro-
testing, and holding live-ins for dormitories. Housing will be available for all three

campuses, and each cam-
pus will have two buildings five stories tall.

Most students attending Bucks have friends that

attend bigger colleges and universities, and when they talk about the food they have there at their own schools, Bucks’ students feel like the “odd kid out.”

Tuition is not expected to rise at all, says the Bucks administration.

Housing comes to Bucks in wake of student rioting

Continued from Page 1

BY: COLLEEN HARLEY
Centurion Staff

Following the lead of other

campuses, campus administra-
tion has announced a spring

2016. The decision was made after students began pro-
testing, and holding live-ins on campus. Housing will be available for all three
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College Events

April 2

- Bucks Idol Talent Show: Bucks students will be showing off their talents from 6:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m. in the Gateway Auditorium.
- Faculty Lecture Series: Courtesy Poldori will be discussing “Knowledge is the New Black: Teaching Literature in a Maximum Security Women’s Prison” in the Student Commons on the Lower Bucks campus at 7:00 p.m.

April 3

- Bucks Idol Talent Show: From 6:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m. in the Gateway Auditorium.
- Art Exhibition “Tuxedo” Features black and white works of art only in the Gallery at Lower Bucks campus.

April 6

- Art Exhibition “Tuxedo” Features black and white works of art only in the Gallery at Lower Bucks campus.

April 8

- Lower Bucks Campus Transfer Fair: Meet College Representatives in the Stu-
dent Commons from 10:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

Concertin Commons from 10:00

Representatives in the Stu-
dent Commons on the

Lower Bucks campus at

April 7

Gallery at Lower Bucks campus.
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A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS

“Arcadia made me feel like a part of the community, even as a transfer student.”

Stephanie Fazekas ’15
Psychology Major

Dual Admission/Core-to-Core Agreement with Bucks County Community College

- Scholarships available for PTK members (up to $17,500) and full-time transfer students meeting certain requirements ($5,000 Partner Scholarship).
- Personalized financial aid counseling.
- Up to 75 credits accepted from a two-year school with assured admission to select graduate programs.
- Preview for new full-time students to locations such as Austria, Chile, China, Ireland, Italy, and South Korea.

Transfer Decision Day
Wednesday, May 6 | Noon to 6:30 p.m.

Register Now!
www.arcadia.edu/TDD

ARCADIA UNIVERSITY

1-877-ARCADIA • transfer@arcadia.edu
www.arcadia.edu/transfer

STAY ON PATH BY CHANGING DIRECTION.

Transfer Day
April 14th - 10 AM - 1 PM

Registration from 10 - 10:30 AM

- Learn about our day and evening programs
- Discuss scholarship opportunities
- Talk to an admissions counselor about your transfer credit evaluation
- Bring your transcripts for an on the spot admissions decision
- Speak with a financial aid counselor
- Tour the campus

TO REGISTER FOR AN EVENT: CALL • 215:248:7001, E-MAIL: admissions@chc.edu, OR VISIT: www.chc.edu/susvisit

* On register for a personal visit with a transfer admissions counselor - Monday through Friday at 10AM, 11AM, or 1PM • CALL 215-248-7001

FOR MORE INFORMATION: CALL • 215-248-7001, E-MAIL: admissions@chc.edu
Brian Williams heals paraplegic

Video footage substantiates Williams’ claim, but many remain unconvinced

BY: JUSTIN BIFOLCO

Video footage substantiates Williams’ claim, but many remain unconvinced. “Wheelchairgate.” Fox News correspondent Geraldo Rivera will air his report and interview with Brian Williams during Fox News Sunday with Chris Wallace this weekend. While the future continues to look dim for Williams, who just helped bring Knickson to his feet for the first time in 15 years, allegedly, he now has one more thing to add to his impressively fabricated resume.

Several days during spring break try to try and follow the clues on the map. However, they reached a dead end when the map led them to the Neshaminy Creek. “The treasure, or whatever it is that this map leads to, could be buried right under the middle of the Neshaminy Creek,” said Cooper.

“Obviously, we weren’t equipped to go any further at this point.”

“Sure we were disappoint- ed, but we had a lot of fun over those few days. We finally decided it was a good idea to turn our findings over to the college,” said Gibbons.

According to Fisher-Olsen, Bucks put together a committee, made up of faculty of Bucks’ Historical Preservation Department and members of the Tyler Hall Restoration Committee.

This team will work alongside the Newtown Historical Association to extensively research and analyze this newly-discov- ered piece of Bucks history.

“I can’t say for certain that what we have here is a ‘treasure map,’ but what I can say is we believe we have stumbled upon something very genuine and very significant to the history of Bucks County,” said Fisher-Olsen.

Bucks students go treasure hunting

BY: MICHELE HADDON

Students experienced a real life “Goonies” adventure over spring break at Bucks’ Newtown campus after uncovering a hidden treasure map. Jason Cooper, 19, history major, had just left class March 12, when he accidentally dis- covered a map that led to a treasure buried somewhere around campus.

The class Cooper had been in, History of Ameri- can Architecture, was held in Tyler Hall that evening. According to Cooper, he was walking through Tyler Hall headed towards a door leading outside when he ac- cidently knocked a painting off the wall. “The painting fell so loudly, my initial reaction was that I must have broken something and felt guilty. So I quickly picked up the painting with the intention of hanging it back up. I don’t even recall if I did that,” said Cooper.

That was when Cooper noticed there appeared to be a map sketched on the back of the painting. “I didn’t know if it was anything important or even real, but I thought it could be worth looking into, so I took a picture of it with my phone before hanging it back up,” said Cooper. “I know this sounds cliché, but it literally had an ‘X’ marked on it.”

Cooper then described how he and three of his friends, also Bucks stu- dents, got together over the weekend to take a look at the map and further re- search its validity. They carefully studied the map while cross-referenc- ing the history of the Tyler family and their estate. According to Tracy Gib- bons, 20, fine arts major and friend of Cooper, the facts seemed to line up and they felt there was a chance this was a real map possi- bly dating as far back as the early-to-mid 18th century. The painting itself, called “Petaquiechen” or “The Streams are Rising,” is an oil painting depicting a Leni-Lenape tribal council meeting set at what appears to be Indian Council Rock, according to Patricia Fish- er-Olson, historic preservation coordi- nator at Bucks. This painting was a part of Stella Ellis Tyler’s ex- tensive art collection, said Fisher-Olsen.

“However, it wasn’t on par with her typical tastes. Apparently, she had re- ceived this painting as a gift shortly after mov- ing into the estate and it quickly became one of her favorites,” Cooper and his friends visited the campus over several days during spring break to try and follow the clues on the map. However, they reached a dead end when the map led them to the Neshaminy Creek. “The treasure, or whatever it is that this map leads to, could be buried right under the middle of the Neshaminy Creek,” said Cooper.

“Obviously, we weren’t equipped to go any further at this point.”

“Sure we were disappoint- ed, but we had a lot of fun over those few days. We finally decided it was a good idea to turn our findings over to the college,” said Gibbons.

According to Fisher-Olsen, Bucks put together a committee, made up of faculty of Bucks’ Historical Preservation Department and members of the Tyler Hall Restoration Commit- tee. This team will work alongside the Newtown Historical Association to extensively research and analyze this newly-discov- ered piece of Bucks history.

“I can’t say for certain that what we have here is a ‘treasure map,’ but what I can say is we believe we have stumbled upon something very genuine and very significant to the history of Bucks County,” said Fisher-Olsen.

The map discovered by Bucks students prior to spring break 2015.

The painting itself, called “Petaquiechen” or “The Streams are Rising,” is an oil painting depicting a Leni-Lenape tribal council meeting set at what appears to be Indian Council Rock, according to Patricia Fisher-Olsen, historic preservation coordinator at Bucks. This painting was a part of Stella Ellis Tyler’s extensive art collection, said Fisher-Olsen.

“However, it wasn’t on par with her typical tastes. Apparently, she had received this painting as a gift shortly after moving into the estate and it quickly became one of her favorites,” Cooper and his friends visited the campus over several days during spring break to try and follow the clues on the map. However, they reached a dead end when the map led them to the Neshaminy Creek. “The treasure, or whatever it is that this map leads to, could be buried right under the middle of the Neshaminy Creek,” said Cooper.

“Obviously, we weren’t equipped to go any further at this point.”

“Sure we were disappoint- ed, but we had a lot of fun over those few days. We finally decided it was a good idea to turn our findings over to the college,” said Gibbons.

According to Fisher-Olsen, Bucks put together a committee, made up of faculty of Bucks’ Historical Preservation Department and members of the Tyler Hall Restoration Commit- tee. This team will work alongside the Newtown Historical Association to extensively research and analyze this newly-discov- ered piece of Bucks history.

“I can’t say for certain that what we have here is a ‘treasure map,’ but what I can say is we believe we have stumbled upon something very genuine and very significant to the history of Bucks County,” said Fisher-Olsen.
COMPLETE YOUR DEGREE AT CHESTNUT HILL COLLEGE.

Chestnut Hill College offers 13 accelerated degree programs for working adults looking to complete their bachelor’s degrees. Chestnut Hill College can apply up to 75 transfer credits toward your degree and offers convenient classes in the evening and on weekends. Programs are available in the following areas of study:

- Accounting and Business
- Business Administration
- Business Communications
- Childcare Management
- Computer Forensics (Certificate)
- Criminal Justice
- Early Childhood Studies
- PreK - 4 with certification
- Healthcare Management
- Human Resources Management
- Human Services
- Liberal Studies
- Marketing

Visit www.chc.edu/SCPSVISIT to register for one of our upcoming information sessions:

- Saturday, April 11, 2015 at 10am
- Monday, May 4, 2015 at 6pm
- Tuesday, June 16, 2015 at 6pm
- Wednesday, July 15, 2015 at 6pm

For More Information Contact April Fowlkes:
Telephone - 215-242-7704 / E-mail - chcaadm@chc.edu / Website - www.chc.edu

DELAWARE VALLEY UNIVERSITY

Are you ready to move from a two-year to a four-year?

- WE OFFER THE MOST COMPETITIVE TRANSFER SCHOLARSHIPS ($15,000 ANNUALLY, PLUS PTE SCHOLARSHIPS)
- PRIORITY ENROLLMENT SERVICES, INCLUDING TIMELY TRANSFER CREDIT EVALUATIONS
- ORIENTATION PROGRAMS SPECIFIC TO TRANSFER STUDENTS
- DUAL ADMISSION AND CORE-TO-CORE ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS

Join us for one of our TRANSFER TUESDAYS
April 21 • May 19
June 16 • July 14
Register today at delval.edu/transfer

DELAWARE VALLEY UNIVERSITY
700 E. Butler Ave, Doylestown, Pa 18901 | 1.800.2.DEVLAL | delval.edu/transfer
This week the Bucks Newtown library announced it is banning students from reading within the library, and will be sectioning off a portion of the library to be turned into an exclusive nightclub.

It is well known throughout the student body that the library is the worst place to read or work quietly, and the librarians have fully embraced the noisy atmosphere, casting off the shackles of the stereotypical librarian identity. Traditionally, librarians are known to be intolerant of loud music, talking above a whisper, and messy food or drink within the confines of a library. None of these traits seem to apply to Bucks librarians.

In fact, the only thing they find intolerable is students trying to read and work quietly. So now reading will be banned from the library, and librarians will be sending readers to quieter places around campus, such as, the gymnasium and the cafeteria.

“It is difficult to get work done in the library because of all the noise and the librarians do not seem to care that it is loud in there at all,” said Amanda Pace a 20-year-old Bucks student.

In the fall of 2015 the librarians will be opening their night club, named the Dewey Decimal Dance Club, the DDDC for short. The top level of the library’s second floor will be sectioned off, and the book cases relocated to old portable class rooms located behind Penn and Founders Hall.

It is even rumored Kanye West will be performing on the club’s opening night. With the library failing to fulfill its intended role the nightclub is a welcome change for most students. However, dissenting students are finding it difficult to express themselves over the noise from students who refuse listening to music with their headphones in.

The Centurion was able to interview one senior librarian who has expressed reservations about turning the library into a nightclub and banning students from reading.

The librarian wished to remain anonymous for fear of being ousted as the ‘uncool’ librarian. “I wanted to have weekly book clubs in the library but my co-workers heckled me, calling me a nerd,” said the librarian, choking back tears. “They even made fun of my vintage wire rim reading glasses.”

Some students eager to help bring about an end to this unruly environment went about distributing petitions, calling for a return to a quieter, reader-friendly library. But the librarians refused to allow the students to circulate their petition, saying, “ Distributing materials like petitions, pamphlets, flyers and newspapers on second floor of the library only causes clutter and makes it difficult for students to do their work.”
**Entertainment**

**Transformers four: “Age of Boredom”**

**BY: CHAD SABOURIN**

When it comes to producers wanting a film to have mindless explosions, product placement, and stereotypical characters while raking in money, they always seem to hire director Michael Bay for this task.

His latest assault on moviegoers’ ears and eyes is “Transformers: Age of Extinction,” the fourth, egregiously unnecessary, film.

One would expect the plot to be another tired refreshment of the relationship between humans and the extraterrestrial Autobots, however that is not the main plot thread.

The main plot thread is the lead Cade Yeager and his daughter Tessa arguing about who she can date and how none of his inventions seem to work.

It’s hard to make that last sentence up, and no it’s not an April Fools’ Day joke.

For what felt like at least half an hour, Yeager argues with Tessa about how she can’t date somebody who’s 20 when she’s only 16-years-old.

Tessa then brings up the Romeo and Juliet law up which according to the film gives Tessa and her boyfriend legal grounds to date.

**Who honestly cares?**

Moviegoers expect action in a film such as this, not a half-baked romance with zero to no chemistry between the leads.

Speaking of action, this Transformers film has the worst action sequences in the entire franchise thus far.

From the choreography of how they filmed the action, to the lack of excitement, this film reeks of fake looking action.

What’s especially annoying, is composer Steve Jablonsky decided to reuse most of his score from his previous Hasbro film, “Battle舰.”

You can especially notice this during the first action scene in the film when the FBI is storming a house.

It just shows how lousy this film truly is.

It doesn’t help that this film is poorly edited and has way too many cuts during a single scene.

The camera angles are all either at a strange angle, or they’re ogling at women’s bodies in typical Michael Bay fashion.

So if you’re still looking for a good prank to play on your friends this April Fools’ Day convince them to watch 165 minutes of their lives watching “Transformers: Age of Extinction” as it strings together government conspiracies, dating, robots and plots to conquer the world.

---

**Hip Hop Hype: Kanye West comes to Bucks**

**BY: JEFF GADZINSKI**

Hip-hop sensation, multi-millionaire and fashion icon Kanye West will be visiting community colleges across the country giving motivational speeches.

Of course our prestigious community college is on this rumored short list of schools set to be lucky enough to be graced by the presence of the Hip-hop icon himself.

After all, our transfer program, fantastic staff, and student success leaves us way up on your friends this April, 1, 2015.

**Hip Hop Hype: Kanye West comes to Bucks**

**BY: CHAD SABOURIN**

Kanye West is a multi-millionaire and fashion icon who is creating a buzz within the community college world.

After hearing the announcement President of Bucks Dr. Stephanie Shanblatt had this to say, “Well I was sitting in my car listening to West’s “Gold Digger,” when I got the call confirming Kanye’s visit. I paused my CD player and sat in silence, amazement.”

This platinum selling artist once struggled as a community college student, and his ego was not always as ridiculous as it is today.

A community college dropout himself, it is expected that West will grace Bucks with his presence within the next few years.

Or decades.

We will let the creative genius take his time.

We do not want to rush him, and urge anyone who knows what West enjoys to eat or drink, what style drapes he likes, if he likes ice in his beverages, please let us know, as any information will help.

Him and his ego must be satisfied.

---

**CENTURIONS’ CHOICE**

**Books**

“11,002 things to be miserable about”

By Lia and Nick Romeo

This book will be sure to brighten even the darkest, most moody friend you know. The book is a stream-of-consciousness that lists all of the reasons it is not worth getting out of bed in the morning.

Inspired by a book titled “14,000 Things to be Happy About,” this book will give even the most optimistic person you know something to be miserable about.

“11,002 things to be miserable about”

**Movies**

“New in Town: John Mulaney”

**“Well, it’s True”**

April Fools’ Day

Well it is true there exists a band named April Fools’ Day, but we certainly can not say we’ve listened to them before.

What we do know is that the band hails from Barcelona, Spain, its work belongs to the pop genre, and we made our pick solely off the fact the band’s name is April Fools’ Day.

**Music**

“New in Town: John Mulaney”

Standup Comedy

John Mulaney, the writer who created Stefan from Saturday Night Live, will have you splitting your sides with laughter in his hour-long standup special.

Eager to please, Mulaney does not hesitate to eviscerate himself for his lack of masculinity for our amusement. He always wants everyone to know he’s a terrible driver and he’s sorry.

“11,002 things to be miserable about”

By Lia and Nick Romeo

This book is a stream-of-consciousness that lists all of the reasons it is not worth getting out of bed in the morning.

Inspired by a book titled “14,000 Things to be Happy About,” this book will give even the most optimistic person you know something to be miserable about.

---

**Bucks-News.com**

April 1, 2015

**Centurion Staff**

By Chad Sabourin

**“New in Town: John Mulaney”**

Age of Boredom

Bucks-News.com
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How none of his inventions about who she can date and his daughter Tessa arguing the lead Cade Yeager and his daughter Tessa arguing about who she can date and how none of his inventions seem to work.

It’s hard to make that last sentence up, and no it’s not an April Fools’ Day joke.

For what felt like at least half an hour, Yeager argues with Tessa about how she can’t date somebody who’s 20 when she’s only 16-years-old.

Tessa then brings up the Romeo and Juliet law up which according to the film gives Tessa and her boyfriend legal grounds to date.

**Who honestly cares?**

Moviegoers expect action in a film such as this, not a half-baked romance with zero to no chemistry between the leads.

Speaking of action, this Transformers film has the worst action sequences in the entire franchise thus far.

From the choreography of how they filmed the action, to the lack of excitement, this film reeks of fake looking action.

What’s especially annoying, is composer Steve Jablonsky decided to reuse most of his score from his previous Hasbro film, “BattleShip.”

You can especially notice this during the first action scene in the film when the FBI is storming a house.

It just shows how lousy this film truly is.

It doesn’t help that this film is poorly edited and has way too many cuts during a single scene.

The camera angles are all either at a strange angle, or they’re ogling at women’s bodies in typical Michael Bay fashion.

So if you’re still looking for a good prank to play on your friends this April Fools’ Day convince them to watch 165 minutes of their lives watching “Transformers: Age of Extinction” as it strings together government conspiracies, dating, robots and plots to conquer the world.

---

**Hip Hop Hype: Kanye West comes to Bucks**

By Jeff Gadzinski

Centurion Staff

Hip-hop sensation, multi-millionaire and fashion icon Kanye West will be visiting community colleges across the country giving motivational speeches.

Of course our prestigious community college is on this rumored short list of schools set to be lucky enough to be graced by the presence of the Hip-hop icon himself.

After all, our transfer program, fantastic staff, and student success leaves us high above the rest of the pack.

---

**“Well, it’s True”**

April Fools’ Day

Well it is true there exists a band named April Fools’ Day, but we certainly can not say we’ve listened to them before.

What we do know is that the band hails from Barcelona, Spain, its work belongs to the pop genre, and we made our pick solely off the fact the band’s name is April Fools’ Day.

---

**Books**

“11,002 things to be miserable about”

By Lia and Nick Romeo

This book is a stream-of-consciousness that lists all of the reasons it is not worth getting out of bed in the morning.

Inspired by a book titled “14,000 Things to be Happy About,” this book will give even the most optimistic person you know something to be miserable about.

“11,002 things to be miserable about”

By Lia and Nick Romeo

This book will be sure to brighten even the darkest, most moody friend you know. The book is a stream-of-consciousness that lists all of the reasons it is not worth getting out of bed in the morning.

Inspired by a book titled “14,000 Things to be Happy About,” this book will give even the most optimistic person you know something to be miserable about.

---

**“New in Town: John Mulaney”**

Standup Comedy

John Mulaney, the writer who created Stefan from Saturday Night Live, will have you splitting your sides with laughter in his hour-long standup special.

Eager to please, Mulaney does not hesitate to eviscerate himself for his lack of masculinity for our amusement. He always wants everyone to know he’s a terrible driver and he’s sorry.

---

**“Well, it’s True”**

April Fools’ Day

Well it is true there exists a band named April Fools’ Day, but we certainly can not say we’ve listened to them before.

What we do know is that the band hails from Barcelona, Spain, its work belongs to the pop genre, and we made our pick solely off the fact the band’s name is April Fools’ Day.
According to Aukerman, a familiar but friendly face. When the school failed to respond to the archeology major back in the '80s. "I was a Bucks archeologist and The Descendents. Sonic Youth, Soundgarden, Bad Brains, Henry Rollins, Ice T, The Beastie Boys, and The WTYL operated on-campus directly across from The Centurion and The Descendents.

A university in his mid- to late 40s wearing a "13 Rooms of Doom" t-shirt and rocking a full-fledged mullet, shook their hands and said, "Welcome, I’m Hard Harry.

As the men from the construction crew stepped into this bunker-style room which was strewn from one end to the other with empty cans of Crystal Clear Pepsi, torn Garbage Pail Kid wrappers and cans of Aquanet, it became clear to them that Harry had been "talking hard" for decades, just as Bucks' famed-leg- end had suggested. The bunker itself was a total mess, except for the music collection which was categorized by genre and alphabetized.

His vinyl collection included classic albums by the WTYL aka "The Underwear Network."

The WTYL operated on-campus directly across from The Centurion through the ‘80s and ‘90s. It was evident that Harry was extremely proud to be one of the only still standing Terrestrial AM pirate radio stations in the US. After learning the news for weeks I found fossilized remains of a prehistoric horse, known scientifical-ly as Equus scotti, which roamed the area during the Pleistocene Era just before the last ice age some 700,000-800,000 years ago,” said Harry.

"To make sure that my findings were kept intact, I decided to build this bunker and well, being a huge fan of Christian Slater, and was inspired by his role as a pirate radio DJ in the 80s cult film "Pump Up the Volume."

"We have consistent band-width issues with our soft-ware, what has Hard Harry been doing different all these years to maintain his legacy? And furthermore, where’s he been going to the bathroom?"

While Harry didn’t want to elaborate on exactly how long he had been "transmitting extra ordinary sounds," as he put it, Harry did go on to explain that he had "borrowed" the once-thought-stolen radio equip-ment from Bucks’ former radio station, WTYL, aka "The Underwear Network."

Harry went on to explain that he had "borrowed" the once-thought-stolen radio equipment from Bucks’ former radio station, WTYL, aka "The Underwear Network."

The bunker was inspired by his role as a pirate radio DJ in the 80s cult film "Pump Up the Volume." Harry had "borrowed" the once-thought-stolen radio equipment from Bucks’ former radio station, WTYL, aka "The Underwear Network."

"We have consistent band-width issues with our software, what has Hard Harry been doing different all these years to maintain his legacy? And furthermore, where’s he been going to the bathroom?"

While Harry did say he only leaves the radio station about once a year to follow his childhood heroes Gwar to live shows at several different venues around the Delaware Valley, he also had this to offer about what it takes to maintain a pirate radio station in an age where many teenagers have never even seen a radio dial.

"If I’m being totally honest with myself, I feel absolutely no sense of com- petition with the thousands of local podcasts that kids are doing from their bed-rooms and not in premier underground bunkers like I have here,” said Harry. Bucks officials have de- cided to allow Hard Harry to continue broadcasting from the bowels of the college.

His antenna reach goes no further than Tyler State Park and causes absolutely no complications with the FCC.

When you successfully complete your associate degree at Bucks County Community College, you are guaranteed admission to Rider University — and have access to generous scholarships!

You can also take advantage of new Program-to-Program Transfer Agreements in more than a dozen areas to ensure a smooth transition into your major at Rider — with junior status. For details, consult your transfer counselor/advisor.

When you successfully complete your associate degree at Bucks County Community College, you are guaranteed admission to Rider University — and have access to generous scholarships!
For the 50th consecutive year, the Bucks men's basketball team has been snubbed out of the NCAA tournament. It is a slap in the face to the program, which also for the 50th consecutive year was not even invited to participate in the NIT tournament either.

Head coach Donald Perry was hoping for anywhere between a 12-16 seed for his Centurions, yet once again Selection Sunday has arrived and the collegiate team finds themselves on the outside looking in. The sting of 50 straight years without a birth in the NCAA tourney is especially painful because Bucks has been around for exactly 50 years, meaning that the blue and white have never made an appearance or really even come to close to being in the Big Dance ever in their history.

The student body once again has not been shy about voicing their opinions on the matter. “It’s a shame that the selection committee left out a very deserving team once again” said Ryan Jacobs, 20, a communications major from Levittown. Although some other local schools have been more fortunate than Bucks, they would be quite hesitant to call themselves lucky.

Temple University has been invited to participate in the NIT tournament, which was a disappointment for them because they were projected to go much further as a one seed. However, both of those clubs at least got a better deal than Bucks, who can only muster their best to watch other premier college basketball programs that aren’t themselves on TNT, TBS, ESPN, and CBS for the rest of March and part of April.

As if the raw deal that the men’s basketball team received wasn’t enough, the women’s basketball team also failed to receive an invite to either the NCAA tournament or the NIT. Villanova University lost in the round of 32, which was also extremely upsetting for them because they were projected to go much further as a one seed. However, both of those clubs at least got a better deal than Bucks, who can only muster their best to watch other premier college basketball programs that aren’t themselves on TNT, TBS, ESPN, and CBS for the rest of March and part of April.

The only thing that is left for the basketball teams at Bucks is to keep plugging along, and hopefully next year will be the first year that the selection committee opens their eyes and acknowledges the fact that Bucks has a great team.
Head coach of the Philadelphia Eagles Chip Kelly likes one key factor in his players more than anything else—if they played their college football at the University of Oregon.

In fact, he would rather have a player if they attended Oregon than one of the most talented players in the league. Kelly traded running back LeSean McCoy for a linebacker, Kiko Alonso, who can’t even play due to a torn ACL.

Does Chip know that he can’t even step on the field and play for him? Alonso spoke on the trade saying, “it’s a shame I can’t really help the team out with my injuries, but if Chip wants me on the roster I guess I have to start developing my water boy skills.”

Philadelphia Eagles owner Jeffrey Lurie also spoke on the subject. “We trust Chip throughout this process . . . he knows what’s best for this team,” he said with confidence.

Maybe Kelly will take advantage of this support and turn this into the team he desires. NFL Insider Chris Schefter said that word circulating is Kelly has contacted at least thirty former Oregon players already. “I wouldn’t be surprised if he started going after kids at Oregon right now to come play for him,” said Schefter.

The Eagles have been in talks with the NFL about moving the team to the state of Oregon and play in the city of Eugene. Another rumor circulating around the league is that Kelly wants to trade for his most prized possession, his favorite washer and dryer from back when he coached at Oregon. The deal is reportedly going to send a total of seven draft picks throughout the next four years.

The only concern is that he wants the dryer to become the next Eagles starting quarterback. Kelly has had praise for this dryer, saying, “I really liked the way he dried my clothes a couple years back. I saw him throw the ball once, and thought he could become a star.” “I see him winning multiple championships here in the NFL.”

The dryer has also spoken out on the possibility of the trade. “I think the world of Chip, I know he believes in me and I’m just going to try and help this team win,” said the dryer.

With the finalization of the trade, Vegas has completely changed the Eagles odds of winning the Super Bowl this upcoming year. They were set at a tough 20-1, and now they are at 2-1 odds. Coming up second is the Seahawks at 500-1, compared to their 12-2 before the massive trade.

**BY: DILLON COONEY**

Centurion Staff

University of Oregon celebrates Chip Kelly’s decision to move the Philadelphia Eagles to Eugene, Oregon
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**Sports**

**Chip Kelly: Oregon rules, Philly drools**

Wells Fargo Everyday Checking $1,500
Citizens Bank* One Deposit Checking $25
Bank of America Core Checking* $1,500
Citibank* Basic Checking $1,500

Monthly Maintenance Fee $5
Minimum Deposit to Avoid Fees $500 direct deposit
Debit Card with Rewards No
Interest Paid Monthly No
Change for Withdrawals at other Financial Institutions ATM $2.50

TruMark Financial Smart Start Checking $100

Plus, enjoy:
- Mobile app with mobile deposit
- Free online Bill Payer
- Customize your debit card with a picture for free
- Easily pay for purchases using Apple Pay**

Open an account today
Visit the student branch in the Rollins Center, online at www.truemarkonline.org, or by calling 1-877-TRUMARK.